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Soot surface oxidation was studied experimentally in laminar hydrocarbon/air diffusion

flames at atmospheric pressure. Measurements were carried out along the axes of round fuel jets

burning in coflowing dry air considering acetylene-nitrogen, ethylene, propyiene-nitrogen,

propane and acetylene-benzene-nitrogen in the fuel stream. Measurements were limited to the

initial stages of soot oxidation (carbon consumption less than 70%) where soot oxidation occurs

at the surface of primary soot particles. The following properties were measured as a function of

distance above the burner exit: soot concentrations by deconvoluted laser extinction, soot

temperatures by deconvoluted multiline emission, soot structure by thermophoretic sampling and

analysis using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), concentrations of major stable gas

species (N2, HzO, H 2, 02, CO, CO2, CH4, CEH 2, CzH 4, C2H 6, C3H 6, C3H 8, and C6H6) by sampling

and gas chromatography, concentrations of some radical species (H, OH, O) by deconvoluted

Li/LiOH atomic absorption and flow velocities by laser velocimetry. For present test conditions,

it was found that soot surface oxidation rates were not affected by fuel type, that direct rates of

soot surface oxidation by 02 estimated from Nagle and Strickland-Constable (1962) were small

compared to observed soot surface oxidation rates because soot surface oxidation was completed

near the flame sheet where O2 concentrations were less than 3% by volume, and that soot surface

oxidation rates were deseribed by the OH soot surface oxidation mechanism with a collision

efficiency of 0.14 and an uncertainty (95% confidence) of _+0.04 when allowing for direct soot
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surfaceoxidationby 02, which is in reasonablygoodagreementwith earlierobservationsof soot

surfaceoxidationratesin bothpremixedanddiffusionflamesat atmosphericpressure.

NOMENCLATURE

C_ massof carbonoxidizedpermoleof speciesi reacted(kg/kgmol)

d fuelport exit diameter(m)

dp meanprimary sootparticlediameter(m)

fs sootvolumefraction (-)

Fr burnerexit Froudenumber(-), u2/(gd)

g accelerationof gravity (ms-2)

[i] molarconcentrationof speciesi (kgmolem -3)

M_ molecular weight of species i (kg kgmol _)

np number of primary particles per unit volume (m "3)

Re burner exit Reynolds number (-), uod/Vo

R u universal gas constant (J kgmol -_ K -1)

S soot surface area per unit volume (m Z)

t time (s)

T temperature (K)

u streamwise velocity (m sZ)

_i mean molecular velocity of species i (m s"_)

Wox soot surface oxidation rate (kg m2s _)

z streamwise distance (m)

Greek Symbols

rh collision efficiency of species i

v kinematic viscosity (m 2s l)
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Ps

gas density (kg m 3)

soot density (kg m 3)

fuel-equivalence ratio (-)

Subscripts

o burner exit condition
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INTRODUCTION

Soot is an important unsolved combustion problem because it is present in most

hydrocarbon-fueled flames and current understanding of the reactive and physical processes of

soot in flame environments is limited. In particular, lack of knowledge about soot formation and

oxidation in flames affects progress toward developing reliable predictions of flame radiation

properties, predictions of flame pollutant emission properties and methods of computational

combustion, among others. Motivated by these observations, the present investigation extended

past experimental studies of soot formation in laminar premixed and diffusion flames in this

laboratory [1-7], to consider soot surface oxidation in laminar diffusion flames using similar

methods. The following description of the research is brief, more details and a complete

tabulation of the measurements are provided by Xu [8] and E1-Leathy [9].

Potential soot surface oxidants in hydrocarbon-fueled diffusion flames include 02, CO/,

H20, O and OH. Numerous simplified treatments have been reported that can be used to

estimate soot surface oxidation rates in frequently-encountered instances when local radical

concentrations are not known [10-18]. Present emphasis, however, is on the potential

contributions of both stable and radical species to soot surface oxidation.

The results of the classical study of the surface oxidation of pyrolytic graphite by 02, due

to Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10], have been shown to be effective for estimating the
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surface oxidation rates of soot by Oz, as well, based on the measurements of Radcliffe and

Appleton [13] and Park and Appleton [14] (other studies of soot surface oxidation by O2 will be

discussed later). Subsequent work by Fenimore and Jones [19] and Mulcahy and Young [20],

however, showed that soot surface oxidation in flame environments having relatively small 02

concentrations substantially exceeded estimates based on the results of Nagle and Strickland-

Constable [10], prompting suggestions that radicals such as O and particularly OH might be

strong contributors to soot surface oxidation rates for such conditions. Prompted by this

suggestion, Neoh and coworkers [21-23] carried out measurements of soot surface oxidation

rates in premixed flames considering conditions involving temperatures of 1575-1865 K and O2

concentrations less than 5% by volume at atmospheric pressure. They found that O2, CO2, H20

and O were not significant contributors to soot surface oxidation at these conditions and that OH

was the principle surface oxidant of soot instead. They reported a collision efficiency of 0.27

with an uncertainty (95% confidence) of -+ 0.06 when soot particle surface area was found using

optical scattering and extinction measurements and a collision efficiency roughly half as large,

0.13 with an uncertainty (95% confidence) of +__0.03 when accounting for the actual structure of

the soot particles as aggregates of spherical and nearly monodisperse primary soot particles

based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements of the structure of soot

particles collected on a quartz probe (note that the uncertainties of the mean collision efficiencies

just given were found from the measurements reported by Neoh et al. [21] during the present

investigation). They suggested that the actual value of the OH collision efficiency was between

these limiting values. Later studies by Wicke et al. [24,25] and Roth et al. [26], who considered

soot surface oxidation in homogeneous environments, confirmed the findings of Neoh and

coworkers [21-23] within experimental uncertainties.
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Due to its importance for most practical applications, there have been several

investigations of soot surface oxidation within diffusion flames. This has included

measurementsof sootsurfaceoxidation ratesin round methanejet diffusion flamesburning in

coflowing air due to Garo et al. [27,28]; in round methane,methane-butaneand methane-l-

butanejet diffusion flamesburning in coflowing air due to Puri et al. [29,30]; and in plane

methane-nitrogenjet diffusion flamesburning in a coflowing argon-oxygenmixture abovea

Wolfhard-Parkerburnerdueto Haudiquertet al. [31]. Thesestudiesdid not evaluateCO2,H20

andO aspotential sootsurfaceoxidizers;nevertheless,they still concludedthat OH dominated

themechanismof sootsurfaceoxidationin flameswhenoxidationwascompletedneartheflame

sheet. Garo et al. [27,28] considereda temperaturerange of 1800-1850K at atmospheric

pressurefor conditions wheredirect ratesof sootsurfaceoxidation by 02, estimatedusingthe

resultsof NagleandStrickland-Constable[10], were small. Their resultswerebasedon optical

scatteringandextinctionmeasurementsto find sootparticlesurfaceareasandyieldeda meanOH

collision efficiency of 0.06 with an uncertainty (95% confidence) of __.0.04 (again, the

uncertaintywascomputedduring the presentinvestigationfrom the measurementsreportedby

Garo et al. [27,28]). This value is of the sameorder of magnitudeasthe resultsof Neoh and

coworkers [21-24] for premixed flame environmentsbut still is significantly smaller than the

value of their collision efficiency that wassimilarly basedon optical determinationsof soot

particle surfaceareas. Puri et al. [29,30] consideredthe temperaturerange 1240-1780K at

atmosphericpressurefor their threefuelsbut unfortunatelyhadto concludethat accuratevalues

of thecollision efficienciesfor sootsurfaceoxidationdueto OH couldnot beobtainedfrom their

data. Finally, Haudiquertet al. [31] considereda temperaturerangehigher than therest, 2200-

2600 K, at atmospheric pressure for conditions where direct rates of soot surface oxidation,

estimated using the results of Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10], were small. Their results

were based on optical scattering and extinction determinations of soot particle surface areas and
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yielded OH collision efficiencies of roughly 0.10 and 0.01 at the lower and upper temperature

extremities of their test conditions. Thus, the results at the lower end of their temperature range

are comparable to the measurements of Garo et al. [2"7,28] but are significantly smaller than the

measurement of Neoh and coworkers [21-23], both based on optically determined soot particle

surface areas. An explanation for this discrepancy is that the optical scattering and extinction

method for estimating soot particle surface area is based on models that have not been very

successful for representing the optical properties of soot [32,33]. As a result, differences of the

structure of the various soot populations present at the test conditions of Neoh and coworkers

[21-23], Garo et al. [27,28] and Haudiquert et al. [31] may not have been accurately represented

by the optical models when soot surface areas were found, affecting OH collision efficiencies

accordingly. Direct evidence for difficulties along these lines is provided by the different OH

collision efficiencies for soot surface oxidation mentioned earlier found by Neoh and coworkers

[21-23] using the optical and sampling/TEM determinations of soot particle surface areas.

Supporting evidence is that use of optical methods to find soot particle surface areas during early

studies of soot surface growth in fuel-rich premixed flames has proven to be problematical, see

×u et al. [4,5] and references cited therein. Whatever the source of the problem, however, these

differences between observations of soot surface oxidation in premixed and diffusion flames

clearly should be resolved.

Based on the preceding review of the literature, the present investigation sought to

contribute to better understanding of soot surface oxidation properties in laminar diffusion

flames with the following specific objectives: (1) to complete measurements of soot properties

(soot volume fractions and primary particle diameters) and flame structure properties

(temperatures, stable and radical species concentrations, and velocities) within the soot surface

oxidation region of several laminar hydrocarbon-fueled diffusion flames, and (2) to exploit the

new measurements to evaluate potential soot surface oxidation mechanisms, attempting to
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resolvethe discrepanciesbetweenOH collision efficiencies found for premixedanddiffusion

flamesthat werejust discussed.Theexperimentswerelimited to measurementsalongthe axes

of laminarcoflowing jet diffusion flamesburningin air at atmosphericpressureandfueledwith

varioushydrocarbons,similar to theflamesusedby Xu andE1-Leathyandcoworkers[7-9] to

studysoot formation in laminardiffusion flames. The particularhydrocarbonfuelsconsidered

includedrepresentativealkynes,alkenes,alkanesandaromaticsin orderto investigateeffectsof

variousfamiliesof hydrocarbonson sootsurfaceoxidation properties,e.g., acetylene,ethylene,

propylene,propaneandbenzene.Presentconsiderationswerelimited to theearly stagesof soot

oxidation (carbonconsumptionless than 70%) wherereaction at the surfaceof primary soot

particlesdominatestheprocess,ratherthanthelater stageswhereporosityandinternaloxidation

of theprimarysootparticlesbecomeimportantasdiscussedby Neohet al. [23].

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The test apparatus and instrumentation were unchanged from the earlier study of soot

formation in laminar diffusion flames [7] and will be described only briefly. The test flames

involved laminar jet diffusion flames having a dry air coflow using a flat honeycomb burner

(note, the present dry air consisted of 21% O 2 and 79% N2 by volume, thus avoiding problems of

argon eluting with 02 during gas chromatography measurements as well as contamination of the

flame by the small levels of CO2 and water vapor that are present in natural air). The honeycomb

burner had I mm cell sizes that were 20 mm long. The burner consisted of a 35 mm diameter

inner port for the fuel-containing stream and a 60 mm diameter coannular outer port for the air

coflow, both directed vertically upward. The combustion products were removed using a blower

that had an inlet diameter of 125 mm located roughly 800 mm above the burner exit. The flames

burned in the dry air coflow with room disturbances controlled by surrounding the flames with
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several layers of screens and a plastic enclosure. The burner could be traversed in the vertical

and horizontal directions to accommodate rigidly-mounted optical instrumentation.

Soot volume fractions were found by deconvoluting laser extinction measurements at

632.8 nm for chord-like paths through the flames, using the refractive indices of Dalzell and

Sarofim [34] for consistency with past work in this laboratory [1-7]. Correction of the present

results to any future improved refractive indices, however, involves only a simple ratio of the

values used here and the new values. Finally, the values used here have recently been confirmed

by Krishnan et al. [35]. The experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of these measurements

are estimated to be less than 10% for soot volume fractions greater than 0.02 ppm, increasing

inversely proportional to the soot volume fraction for smaller values.

Soot temperatures were found by deconvoluting spectral radiation intensities for chord-

like paths through the flames and computing temperatures from measurements at wavelength

pairs of 550/700, 550/750, 550/830, 600/700, 600/750, 600/830 and 650/750 nm. Temperature

differences between the average and any of the line pairs were less than 50-100 K and

experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of these measurements were less than 50 K.

Concentrations of stable gas species were measured using isokinetic sampling and

analysis by gas chromatography, seeking concentrations of N2, H20, H2, O2, CO, CO2, CH4,

C2H2, CzH 4, C2I-I6, C3H6, C3H 8, C6H6 and neon (the last being a tracer gas used to estimate effects

of radial diffusion of lithium-containing species that were used to find H concentrations). The

experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of these measurements are estimated to be less than

10% for stable gas species having concentrations greater than 0.1%, increasing to roughly 30%

at the present limit of detection of stable gas species, brought to this level by repeated
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measurements to establish accurate calibrations as well as reliable average concentration values

for each species.

Soot primary particle diameters were measured using thermophoretic sampling and

analysis by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Thermophoretic soot sampling results

are only reported here for locations along the axes of the flames. The fact that these samples

were not contaminated by the sampler passing through off-axis soot-containing regions when

moving to-and-from the flame axis was established in two ways, as follows: (1) sampling in the

region prior to the onset of soot formation along the axes of the flames (but where there was a

well-developed annular soot-containing region near the edge of the region exhibiting yellow soot

luminosity) properly indicated that no soot aggregates, that could have been deposited as the

sampler passed through the annular soot-containing region, were present on the sampler for the

sampling conditions used during the present study, and (2) the sampled soot exhibited nearly

constant primary soot particle diameters at each flame condition along the axis (the standard

deviations of primary particle diameters at a given point along the axis were less than 10%)

rather than the widely-varying primary soot particle diameters that would be observed if off-axis

soot particles were present in the sample. The experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of

mean primary soot particle diameters at a point were estimated to be less than 10%.

Streamwise gas velocities were measured using laser velocimetry. The experimental

uncertainties (95% confidence) of these measurements were estimated be less than 5%.

Finally, H concentrations were measured using the Li/LiOH atomic absorption method

similar to Neoh and coworkers [21-23] which involved deconvoluted atomic absorption

measurements with corrections for radial diffusion of lithium-containing species, as discussed

9
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earlier. Corresponding measurements of H concentrations in a methane/oxygen premixed flame

were used to calibrate the H concentration measurements, similar to Neoh and coworkers [21-23]

as discussed by Xu and Faeth [6]. Experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of the H

concentration measurements are estimated to be less than 30%. Given measured concentrations

of H, O2, H2 and H20, values of O and OH concentrations were computed assuming partial

equilibrium among these species following Neoh et al. [21,22] using equilibrium constant data

from Chase et al. [36]. This involved finding O and OH concentrations assuming partial

equilibrium considering H, H20 and H2 concentrations for fuel-rich conditions and H, H20 and

O2 concentrations for fuel-lean conditions. Thus, experimental uncertainties of O and OH were

comparable to those of H. The laminar prernixed flame used to calibrate the H concentration

measurements operated using the fuel port of the present burner, see Xu and Faeth [6] for a

summary of the properties of this flame.

The present test flames consisted of three acetylene-nitrogen/air laminar jet diffusion

flames, that were identical to those considered during the earlier soot formation study [7], and six

new flames involving hydrocarbons other than acetylene, e.g., ethylene/air, propylene-

nitrogen/air, propane/air flames and these acetylene-benzene-nitrogen/air flames. When

necessary, nitrogen dilution of the fuel stream was used to limit maximum soot concentrations in

the flames to values less than 2 ppm, in order to avoid measurement problems due to the

presence of large soot concentrations.

The general operating properties of all nine test flames are summarized in Table 1. A

dark-field photograph of one of the flames (Flame 4, the ethylene/air flame) appears in Fig. 1; it

is similar in appearance to the other flames. Similar to the flame illustrated in Fig. 1, all the

flames were steady and attached close to the honeycomb at the burner exit. Except at their base
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where no soot was present and the flames were blue, the flames were yellow due to luminosity

from hot soot particles. The yellow luminous flame length (see Table 1) was approximately

equal to the stoichiometric flame length (where the local fuel-equivalence ratio was unity along

the flame axis) but was slightly shorter than the stoichiometric flame length for the acetylene-

nitrogen/air and acetylene-benzene-nitrogen/air flames (due to early burn out of soot at fuel-rich

conditions) and slightly longer than the stoichiometric flame length for flames fueled with the

other hydrocarbons (due to delayed burn out of soot at fuel-lean conditions). The present

measurements were confined to the portion of the soot surface oxidation region of the test

flames that was located at fuel-rich conditions. The stoichiometric flame temperatures in Table 1

were found from adiabatic combustion calculations using the algorithm of McBride et al. [37].

Finally, potential problems of acetone contamination of acetylene, noted by Hamins et al. [38]

and Colket et al. [39,40] are not thought to be a problem for present measurements, as discussed

by Xu and Faeth [7].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flame Structure

Typical TEM photographs of soot samples collected from the present flames are

illustrated in Fig. 2. These results were obtained along the axis of the same flame as Fig. 1

(Flame 4, the ethylene/air flame). These images of soot aggregates are provided near the start of

soot formation (Fig. 2a at z = 20 mm), near the maximum soot concentration condition (Fig. 2b

at z = 50 mm) and near the end of soot surface oxidation (Fig. 2c at z = 70 mm).

The present soot particles were similar to soot observed during past studies within

laminar premixed and diffusion flames, see Refs. 1-5, 7-9 and references cited therein, for other

examples. The soot panicles consisted of roughly spherical primary soot particles having nearly

11
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constantdiametersat a given flame condition, as noted earlier. The primary particles were

collectedintoopen-structuredaggregatesthat areknownto be fractalaggregatesbasedonearlier

work, seeKOyl_iandFaeth[33] andreferencescited therein. Theaggregateshadwidely varying

numbersof primary soot particles per aggregatewith the averagenumber of primary soot

particlesperaggregateprogressivelyincreasingwith increasingdistancefrom the burnerexit.

Presenttestconditionswerelimited to maximumamountsof sootoxidation (or cumulativelevels

of sootoxidation) of 70% by mass,basedon themaximumprimary particle diametervariation

observedin each flame. Observationsfarther into the sootsurfaceoxidation region yielded

significantly reducedaggregatesizesassootaggregatesbeganto breakup nearthe end of the

soot surfaceoxidation process. It shouldalso be notedthat presentlevels of cumulativesoot

oxidation were smaller than conditions where Neoh et al. [23] observedeffects of porous

primary sootparticles, internaloxidation of soot within primary particles, and soot aggregate

breakup;therefore,oxidation of sootat the surfaceof primary sootparticlesdominatedpresent

observations.

Typical measurementsof flame and sootpropertiesalongthe axesof flamesinvolving

eachfuel consideredareillustratedin Figs.3-7. In orderto provideanexamplefor eachfuel for

referencepurposes,theresultsfor anacetylene-nitrogen/airflame (Flame 1) illustratedin Fig. 3

were obtainedfrom Xu andFaeth[7]. Similar resultsfor the other fuels wereobtainedduring

the presentinvestigation,asfollows: the ethylene/airflame (Flame4) illustrated in Fig. 4, the

propylene-nitrogen/airflame (Flame5) illustrated in Fig. 5, the propane/air flame (Flame6)

illustratedin Fig. 6, andanacetylene-benzene-nitrogen/airflame (Flame8) illustratedin Fig. 7.

Similar illustrations for the other two acetylene-nitrogen/airflames (Flames2 and3) canbe

found in Xu andFaeth[7] andXu [8] whereassimilar illustrations for the othertwo acetylene-

benzene-nitrogen/airflames (Flames7 and9) canbe found in E1-Leathy[9]. Elapsedtimes of

sootin theflames,foundby integratingthevelocity measurements,areindicatedat thetop of the

12
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plots; thesetimes arerelative to the first position wheresootwasobservedat the measurement

stationsthatwereused(typically having5 mm separationdistances).Finally, in instanceswhere

the measurementsextendedbeyondthe flame sheet,the position of the flame sheet(4=1) is

markedon thefiguresfor referencepurposes.

Gas(soot)temperaturesin Figs. 3-7 reachabroadmaximumin the sootformationregion,

somewhatbefore the flame sheet is reached. Thus, temperatureswithin the soot surface

oxidationregion either are roughly constantor decreaseslightly with increasingdistancefrom

the burnerexit. This behaviorwasobservedfor all the diffusion flames that werestudied,e.g.,

Flames1-9. As pointedout by Kent andWagner[41,42] andBoedekerandDobbs[43,44], and

also observedduring earlier laminar diffusion flame measurementsin this laboratory [1-3,7],

thesereducedtemperaturesarecausedby significanteffectsof continuumradiation heatlosses

from thepresentin soot-containingflames.

Gasvelocities in Figs. 3-7 increasewith increasingdistancefrom the burnerexit dueto

effectsof buoyancy,e.g., velocitiesincreasefrom burnerexit valuesof 0.003-0.03m/s to values

in excessof 2 m/s at the highestposition that wasmeasured. This causesa corresponding

stretchingof the elapsedtime scaleat the top of the figures with increasingdistancefrom the

burnerexit.

As discussedby Xu andFaeth[7], sootformationandoxidationproceedatthesametime

in diffusion flames and the boundarybetweenthe two regions is not abrupt. A reasonable

definition of this boundary,mentioned earlier, is the point where the soot volume fraction

reachesa maximum becausesoot formation and oxidation obviously dominatesoot surface

reactionprocessesbeforeandafterthis condition,respectively. The resultsin Figs.3-7 indicate

that the boundary betweenthe soot formation and oxidation regionsgenerally is reachedwell

13
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beforetheflame sheetis reached,whereastheend of sootoxidationis reachedeither before or

nearthe locationof theflamesheet.Thus,thesootoxidationregiongenerallyinvolvessmall 02

concentrations(lessthan3% by volume)andis similar to conditionswhereFenimoreandJones

[19] andMulcahy and Young [20] found that sootsurfaceoxidation ratesgenerallyexceeded

estimatesbasedon theresultsof NagleandStrickland-Constable[10]. For suchconditions,they

proposedthatradicalssuchasO andOH mightbe strongcontributorsto themechanismof soot

surfaceoxidation.

For fuels other thanacetylene,the original fuel disappearsrelatively closeto the burner

exit andconcentrationsof acetylenebuild up rapidly (benzeneis anapparentexceptionbut even

benzenelargely disappearsnearthe burnerexit, leaving a relatively small but nearly constant

benzeneconcentrationin the soot-containingregion that only finally disappearsnearthe flame

sheet);asaresult,concentrationsof acetylenearerathersimilar for flamesfueledwith acetylene

andwith the otherhydrocarbonfuels. Thus, similar to earlierobservationsof acetylene-fueled

diffusion flames [1,7], the maximum soot volume fraction condition is reached when

concentrationsof acetylenebecomesmall (e.g.,whenacetylenemole fractionsaresmaller than

1%).

Results illustrated in Figs. 3-7 show that primary soot particle diameters reach a

maximum relatively early in the soot formation region. This behavior occursbecausesoot

growth maintainsrelatively rapidratesat temperaturessmallerthanthoserequiredfor rapidrates

of sootnucleationasnotedby Tesner[45,46]; this behavioris discussedin earlier studiesof soot

processesin diffusionflames[1-3,7].

Concentrationsof major stable gasspecies-- N_, CO2and H20 -- are seento be

relatively uniformin thesootsurfaceoxidationregionfor theresultsillustratedin Figs. 3-7. This

14
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occurs for N2 because its large concentration in the coflowing dry air causes it to dominate the

flame composition. This behavior is also consistent with simple classical ideas about the

structure of diffusion flames, where the concentrations of the stable combustion products w CO2

and H:O -- should reach a maximum at the flame sheet. Also in agreement with classical ideas

about the structure of diffusion flames, the concentrations of fuel-like species - CzHz, CO, Hz,

CH4, C2H4, C2H6, C3H_, C3H8 -- all tend to decrease with increasing distance from the burner exit

as fuel oxidation proceeds. Among the fuel species measured in the present flames, however,

benzene is an exception. First of all, detectable concentrations of benzene could only be found in

the flames fueled with benzene. Then, in the benzene-fueled flames, benzene decomposes from

the burner exit similar to the other fuels but it subsequently reaches a small but nearly constant

concentration (less than 1% by volume) throughout the fuel-rich region before finally

disappearing near the flame sheet.

Concentrations of 02 either progressively increase with increasing distance from the

burner exit (Figs. 3 and 4) or progressively increase as the flame sheet is approached after

reaching a broad minimum near the burner exit (Figs. 5-7). The latter behavior is probably

caused by some leakage of coflowing 02 into the fuel-rich region of the flames through the gap

between the burner exit and the point where the flames are attached, similar to behavior observed

for methane/air laminar coflowing jet diffusion flames by Mitchell et al. [47]. In addition,

concentrations of fuel-like species, particularly H z and CO, penetrate well into the fuel-lean

region. Thus, unlike approximations made during classical analysis of diffusion flames, effects

of finite-rate chemistry, effects of dissociation, effects of preferential diffusion, and phenomena

associated with the formation and oxidation of soot, cause fuel-like species to penetrate well into

the fuel-lean region and oxidizer-like species to penetrate well into the fuel-rich region of the

flames.
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Concentrationsof radicalspeciesillustratedin Figs. 3-7areof interestdueto therole that

thesespeciesplay in sootformationandoxidation. Measuredconcentrationsof H, OH andO all

increasewith increasingdistancefrom theburnerexit (or astheyapproachtheflamesheet).The

measured radical concentrations were compared with equilibrium estimates of these

concentrationsfound usingtheequilibriumdataof Chaseet al. [36] andpresentmeasurementsof

temperatureandstablespeciesconcentrations.As a result of partial equilibrium requirements,

superequilibriumratiosof H andOH are identical(Even theactualconcentrationsof thesetwo

radicalsarenot very different in thepresentflames,seeFigs. 3-7). In addition, thevariationof

superequilibriumratiosalong the axisof theflameswasrelatively independentof fuel typefor

presenttestconditions(in fact, thevariationof radical concentrationsthemselvesalong theaxis

of thepresentflamesis alsoqualitativelyindependentof fuel type,seeFigs.3-7). Nearthestart

of soot formation (at z=10-20mm), concentrationsof H, OH and O areeithernearor somewhat

belowequilibrium levels. Subsequently,thesuperequilibriumratiosof all threeradicalsincrease

with increasingdistancefrom theburnerexit (or astheflame sheetis approached)with OH and

H concentrationsyielding superequilibriumratiosof 6-20 throughoutmostof thesootformation

andoxidation regions. Notably, this tendencyfor the superequilibriumratios of OH to reach

valuesof this rangewhile similarly increasingastheflamesheetis approachedis very similar to

the behavior seenin recentnumericalpredictions of the structureof soot-containinglaminar

coflowingjet diffusion flamesinvolvingmethane/airandethylene/airasreactantsatatmospheric

pressuredueto McEnally et al. [48] andSmookeet al. [49]. Superequilibriumratiosof O are

even larger than the rest, continuouslyincreasing as the flame sheetis approachedto reach

valuesof 100-1000nearthe downstreamend of the soot-containingregion (or thedownstream

end of the presentmeasurements).The concentrationsof H and OH, however,generallyare

significantlylarger thanconcentrationsof O throughoutmostof thesootformationandoxidation

regionswith concentrationsof thethreeradicalsonly becomingcomparablenearthedownstream
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endof the soot-containingregion. This behaviordiffers substantiallyfrom the soot formation

regionsof premixedflameswheretherelativelyslow variationof flamepropertiesresultin near-

equilibrium levels of radical concentrationsthroughout [6]. Thus, the large superequilibrium

concentrationsof OH give rise to the possibility that sootsurfaceoxidation in diffusion flames

maybedominatedby reactionwith OH,assuggestedby FenimoreandJones[19], Mulcahy and

Jones[19] andNeoh andcoworkers[21-23], rather thanby oxidation by 02 and otherpotential

oxidizing species. Notably, the numericalsimulationsof soot-containinglaminar jet diffusion

flames,involving methane/airandethylene/airflamesat atmosphericpressure,dueto McEnally

et al. [48] andSmooke et al. [49] also indicated that soot surface oxidation for these conditions

was dominated by reaction with OH.

Soot Surface Oxidation Rate Measurements

Present measurements were exploited to study soot surface oxidation similar to earlier

studies of soot growth [4,5,7]. Major assumptions were as follows: soot surface oxidation

occurred only at the surface of primary soot particles, effects of thermophoresis and diffusion

(Brownian motion) on soot motion are small so that soot particles convect at the local gas

velocity, the soot density is constant, and the surface area available for soot surface oxidation is

equivalent to constant diameter spherical soot particles that meet at a point. Present

measurements were confined to the axis of the flames so that variations of soot properties as a

function of time could be obtained directly from the elapsed time determinations illustrated in

Figs. 3-7.

Properties that must be known to find soot surface oxidation rates include the number of

primary particles per unit volume, np, the soot surface area per unit volume, S, and the mass of

soot oxidized per unit soot surface area and time Wox. The number of primary particles per unit
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volume was obtained from the measured soot volume fraction and primary particle diameter, as

follows:

np= 6fJ(rtdp 3) (I)

with experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of np estimated to be less than 32% for fs > 0.1

ppm. The soot surface area per unit volume can be obtained from the same measured properties,

as follows:

S = nc_2np = 6fJ_ (2)

where the last equality follows from Eq. 1; the experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of S

(which was found using the second formula of Eq. 2) are estimated to be less than 15% for f_ >

0.1 ppm. Finally, conservation of soot mass along a streamline under the present assumptions

yields an expression for the soot surface oxidation rate per unit surface area, Wox, as follows:

Wox = _ (p/S)d(ps_/p)dt (3)

where S is found from Eq. 2 and the minus sign is inserted so that Wox is a positive number. The

gas density in Eq. 3 was found from measurements of gas species concentrations and

temperatures, assuming an ideal gas mixture and neglecting the small volume of soot for present

conditions (where soot concentrations were less than 2 ppm). The soot density in Eq. 3 was

taken to be equal to 1850 kg/m 3, similar to past work [1-5,7]. The temporal derivatives in Eq. 3

were found from three-point least-squares fits of the argument of the derivative, OflJP, which

also is similar to past work [1-5,7].

Present measurements of soot surface oxidation rates were corrected for effects of soot

surface growth based on the Hydrogen-Abstraction/Carbon-Addition (HACA) soot surface
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growth rate mechanismof Colket and Hall [50]. In particular, this soot surfacegrowth rate

mechanismhasprovided successfulcorrelationsof measuredsootsurfacegrowth ratesin both

premixedanddiffusion flames[4,5] anddiffusionflames[7,9], includingall thediffusion flames

consideredduring the presentstudyof sootsurfaceoxidation rates in laminar diffusion flame

environments.No condition is consideredin the following, however,wherethe correctionfor

effectsof thesootsurfacegrowth ratewasmorethanhalf thesootsurfaceoxidationrate,in order

to minimize effects of current uncertaintiesabout soot surfacegrowth rates on soot surface

oxidationrates.

Similar to Neohet al. [21,22],presentsootsurfaceoxidation rates(correctedfor effects

of sootsurfacegrowthrates)wereconvertedinto collision efficiencies(or reactionprobabilities)

basedonkinetic theoryestimatesof thecollision ratesof agivengasspecieswith thesurfacesof

primary sootparticles. Thus, thecollision efficiency, rl_,for a potential oxidizing species,i, is

givenby thefollowing expression[2]:

_ = 4WoJ(C_[i] _i) (4)

where C_ is the mass of carbon removed from the surface per mole of species i reacting at the

surface, [i] is the gas phase concentration of i adjacent to the surface, and

Vi = (8P_T/(nM,)) 'r2 (5)

is the (Boltzmann) equilibrium mean molecular velocity of species i. In the following, values of

the rl_ will be considered for potential soot surface oxidation by 02, CO2, HzO, O and OH, in turn.

Similar to past studies of soot surface oxidation due to Neoh et al. [21-23], Garo et al.

[27,28], Puri et al. [29,30] and Haudiquert et al. [31], two limiting approaches were taken to
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considerthepotential effect of sootsurfaceoxidation by the02 that waspresentat all our test

conditions, as follows: (1) soot surfaceoxidation by the speciesunder considerationwas

assumedto only occurby thecollisional mechanismof Eqs.4 and5 alone,and (2) thecollisional

mechanismwasassumedto occur in parallelwith anexisting empirical soot surfaceoxidation

mechanisminvolving 02 that was in the literature, e.g., the 02 soot surfaceoxidation rate

formulasof NagleandStrickland-Constable[10] andLee et al. [51]. The paststudiesof Neoh

and coworkers [21-23], Garo et al. [27,28], and Haudiquert et al. [31] all usedthe widely

recognizedempirical 02 sootsurfaceoxidationrateformulasof NagleandStrickland-Constable

[10], whereasHaudiquertet al. [31] consideredthe expressionof Lee et al. [51] aswell; in all

cases,it was found that effectsof direct oxidation ratesestimatedfrom Refs. 10and 51 were

small for the 02 concentrations present for the various test conditions (which generally were

smaller than 5% by volume). Present test conditions were similar in this respect with 02

concentrations smaller than 3% by volume in the region where soot surface oxidation rates were

measured; therefore, corrections of present soot surface oxidation rates using the 02 rate

expression of Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10] were small. Purl et al. [29], however, point

out that the Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10] expression is subject to some uncertainty based

on the measurements of Levendis et al. [52], Chan et al. [53], Felder et al. [54] and Cadman et al.

[55]. Present measurements of soot surface oxidation rates are limited to the temperature range

of 1700-1800 K, where the Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10] estimates of soot surface

oxidation rates by 02 are in reasonably good agreement with the measurements of Park and

Appleton [14] and Levendis et al. [52]. The Chan et al. [53] O: surface oxidation rates are

significantly smaller than the Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10] rates but their measurements

are limited to temperatures of 770-1250 K, which is well below the range of present interest.

Similarly, Felder et al. [54] find soot surface oxidation rates by O2 significantly smaller than

estimates from Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10] and speculate that this behavior might be
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due to thepresenceof sulfur asan impurity in their carbonblack samples;this difficulty clearly

is not a problemfor the soot aggregatesstudiedduring thepresentinvestigation. In contrastto

the rest,Cadmanet al. [55] report soot surfaceoxidation ratesdue to 02 that are roughly six

timeslarger thanestimatesfrom NagleandStrickland-Constable[10] for the temperaturerange

of interestfor the presentstudy. On balance,however,it appearsthat theNagleandStrickland-

Constable[10] predictions of soot surfaceoxidation ratesby 02 generallyoverestimatethese

ratesandsincetheeffectof direct sootsurfaceoxidationwassmallfor conditionsof interesthere

servesasawidely recognizedestimateof thiseffectfor presentpurposes.

The collision efficiencies of 02 for soot surfaceoxidation are plotted as a function of

height abovethe burner in Fig. 8. Resultsshownon the figure include the range of values

observedby Neoh et al. [21,22] in premixedflames, the values determinedfrom the present

experiments in diffusion flames, and values estimated from the predictions of Nagle and

Stricldand-Constable[10] for theconditionswherepresentobservationswere madein diffusion

flames. As just discussed,the Nagle and Strickland-Constable[10] approachhas exhibited

effectivecapabilitiesto predictsootsurfaceoxidationby 02 andthere.aresignificantlevelsof 02

along the present soot paths, seeFigs. 3-7. Thus, the fact that the Nagle and Stricldand-

Constableestimatesof the O2collision efficiency are 10-100 times smaller than the present

measurementsstrongly suggeststhat someother speciesis mainly responsiblefor sootsurface

oxidation in the presentflames. Other evidencethat 02 is not the main direct sootoxidizing

speciesfor flame environmentsis providedby the large scatter(nearly a factor of 100) of the

presentcollision efficiencies for diffusion flamescombinedwith the even larger scatter(more

thana factorof 100)of the02 collision efficienciesof Neohet al. [21] in premixedflames.

Thecollision efficiencies of CO2for sootsurfaceoxidation areplotted asa function of

height abovethe burner in Fig. 9. Resultsshown on the figure include the rangeof values
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observedby Neoh et al. [21] in premixedflames,and valuesfrom the presentinvestigation in

diffusion flamesbothconsideringandignoring the contribution of oxidation by 02 (estimated

using the Nagle and Strickland-Constable[10] correlation). First of all, it is evident that

allowing for direct sootsurfaceoxidationby 02 generally only has a small effect on the collision

efficiencies estimated in Fig. 9. In addition, there is significant scatter (more than a factor of 10)

of the present collision efficiencies for diffusion flames and even larger scatter (nearly a factor of

100) of the collision efficiencies of Neoh et al. [21] in premixed flames. These findings clearly

do not support CO2 as a major direct contributor to soot surface oxidation in flame environments

either alone or in parallel with soot surface oxidation by O 2.

The collision efficiencies of H20 for soot surface oxidation are plotted as a function of

height above the burner in Fig. 10, in the same manner as the results for CO 2 surface oxidation of

soot in Fig. 9. The observations are the same: 02 surface oxidation makes only a minor

contribution to soot surface oxidation in parallel with Hz O and H20 collision efficiencies exhibit

large scatter (nearly a factor of 100) in both premixed and diffusion flames. These findings also

clearly do not support H20 as a major direct contributor to soot surface oxidation in flame

environments either alone or in parallel with soot surface oxidation by O2.

The collision efficiencies of O for soot surface oxidation are plotted as a function of

height above the burner in Fig. 11, in the same manner as the results for CO2 and H20 surface

oxidation of soot in Figs. 9 and 10. The results are much the same: direct O2surface oxidation is

not very important and collision efficiencies of O exhibit large scatter (more than a factor of 10)

in both premixed and diffusion flames. In addition, relatively small concentrations of O

compared to other potential oxidizing species in both the premixed and diffusion flames would

require unrealistic collision efficiencies greater than unity if O was the major soot surface
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oxidizing species for the results illustrated in Fig. 11. These findings also clearly do not support

O as a major direct contributor to soot surface oxidation in flame environments.

Finally, the collision efficiencies of OH for soot surface oxidation are plotted as a

function of height above the burner in Fig. 12, in the same manner as the results for CO2 and H20

and O surface oxidation of soot in Figs. 9-11. With perhaps one exception, direct O2surface

oxidation of soot is not very important for these conditions, as before. On the other hand, similar

to the observations of Neoh et al. [21], present collision efficiencies of OH exhibit relatively

small levels of scatter (roughly a factor of 3), compared to the other potential soot oxidizing

species that have been considered. Furthermore, the results for premixed and diffusion flames in

Fig. 12 are in remarkably good agreement with each other. In particular, the collision efficiency

of OH for soot surface oxidation in the present diffusion flames is 0.14 with an uncertainty (95%

confidence) of +_0.04 after allowing for direct soot surface oxidation by O2 using estimates from

Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10]; this is in excellent agreement with the value for soot

surface oxidation from Neoh et al. [21] in premixed flames of 0.13 with an uncertainty (95%

confidence) of _+ 0.03 when using the same treatment of soot structure and is in fair agreement

with measurements of Garo et al. [27,28] and Haudiquert et al. [31] as discussed earlier, all of

which corrected for direct soot surface oxidation by 02 using the results of Ref. 10. In addition,

the effects of the fuel type used also has only a modest effect on the soot surface oxidation by

OH for the range of present test conditions. Finally, direct effects of soot surface oxidation were

modest for present test conditions, with the OH collision efficiency increasing from 0.14 to 0.17

when direct soot surface oxidation by 02 was ignored. This behavior was achieved over a

relatively broad range of flame conditions for the combined results in premixed and diffusion

flames, as follows: temperatures of 1570-1870 K, oxygen mole fractions of 1 x 10 .5 - 3 x 10 .2

and levels of soot mass consumption less than 70% at atmospheric pressure. While these results
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are helpful, however, the properties of the final stage of oxidation, where internal oxidation of

primary particles becomes a factor, effects of pressure on soot surface oxidation, effects of

higher temperatures (> 2000 K, say, which are of interest for many practical applications) and

additional consideration of fuel type, e.g., fuels containing oxygen would be of interest due to

their potential to increase OH concentrations in the soot oxidation zone, see Bennett et al. [56],

all merit additional study in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

Flame structure and soot surface oxidation processes were studied in the soot surface

oxidation region of coflowing laminar jet diffusion flames. Test conditions involved acetylene-

nitrogen, ethylene-, propylene-nitrogen, propane and acetylene-benzene fuel mixtures burning in

air at atmospheric pressure as summarized in Table 1. For these flames, 02 mole fractions were

generally smaller than 3% in the region where soot surface oxidation was observed. The major

conclusions of the study are as follows:

. Potential soot surface oxidizing species in the region that was studied include 02, CO2,

H20, O and OH. The radicals OH and H exhibited superequilibrium concentrations by

factors as large as 10-20. The radical O exhibited even larger superequilibrium ratios, up to

1000, but absolute concentrations of O were generally significantly smaller than

concentrations of OH and H. Among these species, OH was mainly responsible for soot

surface oxidation with significant levels of soot surface oxidation beginning at fuel-rich

conditions.

. Present soot surface oxidation rates could be correlated by assuming a constant collision

efficiency of OH of 0.14 with an uncertainty (95% confidence) of _.+0.04 after allowing for

direct 02 soot surface oxidation based on estimates from Nagle and Strickland-Constable
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[10], and with no significant effect of fuel type observed for this behavior. This finding is

in good agreement with the OH collision efficiency for soot surface oxidation of soot of

0.13 with an uncertainty (95% confidence) of +_.0.03 for assumed similar soot structure

properties found by Neoh et al. [21] from measurements in premixed flames at similar O5

concentrations and atmospheric pressure, and are in fair agreement with earlier

measurements of soot surfrace oxidation due to OH in diffusion flames at atmospheric

pressure reported by Garo et al. [27,28] and Haudiquert et al. [31].

The correction of present soot surface oxidation rates for oxidation by O2 based on the

results of Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10] was small, (e.g., the collision efficiency for

OH increased from 0.14 to 0.17 when soot surface oxidation by 02 was ignored) compared

to oxidation by OH for present conditions. Soot surface oxidation at leaner conditions,

particularly when temperatures are elevated, should exhibit a larger contribution from 02;

this transition has received little attention, however, and merits additional study in the

future. Other issues concerning soot surface oxidation that merit attention in the future

include effects of internal oxidation in the final stages of oxidation, effects of pressure,

effects of relatively high temperatures (greater than 2000 K) and additional study of effects

of fuel type (especially oxygen-containing fuels that should increase OH concentrations at

fuel-rich conditions [56]).

This research was sponsored by NASA grants NCC3-661, NAG-3-1878, NAG-3-2048 and

NAG3-2404 under the technical management of D. L. Urban and Z.-G. Yuan of the NASA Glenn

Research Center.
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List of Figures

Fig. 1 Dark-field photograph of a typical laminar jet diffusion flame: the ethylene-fueled

flame burning in air at atmospheric pressure (Flame 4, fuel stream of 100% C2I-L by

volume).

Fig. 2 Typical TEM photographs of soot aggregates along the axis of the ethylene-fueled

laminar jet diffusion flame burning in air at atmospheric pressure (Flame 4, fuel stream

of 100% C2H4 by volume): 2a. photograph near start of soot formation (z = 20 mm), 2b.

photograph near the maximum soot concentration condition (z = 50 mm); 2c.

photograph near the end of soot surface oxidization (z = 70 ram).

Fig. 3 Measured soot and flame properties along the axis of an acetylene-nitrogen/air laminar

jet diffusion flame at atmospheric pressure (Flame 1, fuel stream of 16.9% C2H2 and

83.1% N2 by volume, from Xu and Faeth [7]).

Fig. 4 Measured soot and flame properties along the axis of an ethylene/air air laminar jet

diffusion flame at atmospheric pressure (Flame 4, fuel stream of 100% CzI-I4 by

volume).

Fig. 5 Measured soot and flame properties along the axis of a propylene-nitrogen/air laminar

jet diffusion flame at atmospheric pressure (Flame 5, fuel stream of 18.8% C3I-I6 and

81.2% N2 by volume).

Fig. 6 Measured soot and flame properties along the axis of a propane/air laminar jet diffusion

flame at atmospheric pressure (Flame 6, fuel stream of 100% C3H s by volume).

Fig. 7 Measured soot and flame properties along the axis of an acetylene-benzene-nitrogen/air

laminar jet diffusion flame at atmospheric pressure (Flame 8, fuel stream of 10.2%

C2H2, 1.3% C6I-I6 and 88.5% N2 by volume).

Fig. 8 Collision efficiencies assuming soot burnout due to attack by 02 as a function of height

above the burner. Found from the measurements of Neoh et al. [21] in premixed

flames, estimated from the predictions of Nagle and Strickland-Constable [10] for the

conditions of the present diffusion flames, and found from present measurements in

diffusion flames.
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Fig. 9 Collision efficiencies assumingsootburnout due to attack by CO2 as a function of
heightabovetheburner. Foundfrom themeasurementsof Neohet al. [21] in premixed
flames, and from the presentmeasurementsin diffusion flames with and without
parallel O2attack estimatedfrom the predictionsof Nagle and Strickland-Constable

[10].

Fig. 10 Collision efficiencies assuming soot burnout due to attack by H20 as a function of

height above the burner. Found from the measurements of Neoh et al. [21] in premixed

flames, and from the present measurements in diffusion flames with and without

parallel 02 attack estimated from the predictions of Nagle and Strickland-Constable

[10].

Fig. 11 Collision efficiencies assuming soot burnout due to attack by O as a function of height

above the burner. Found from the measurements of Neoh et al. [21] in premixed

flames, and from the present measurements in diffusion flames with and without

parallel 02 attack estimated from the predictions of Nagle and Strickland-Constable

[10].

Fig. 12 Collision efficiencies assuming soot burnout due to attack by OH as a function of

height above the burner. Found from the measurements of Neoh et al. [21] in premixed

flames, and from the present measurements in diffusion flames with and without

parallel 02 attack estimated from the predictions of Nagle and Strickland-Constable

[10].
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